
Circumference measurement Start to end point measurement

Body Measurements CM Inches

A Bust:
Measure around the fullest point of your 
bust

B Underbust: 
Measure around your body right under 
your breasts (where the bra band sits). 

C Waist: 
Measure around your waist at the 
narrowest point 

D Front Waist Length: 
Measure from the top of your shoulder, 
over the bust to your waist. 

E Front Bust Length: 
Measure from the top of your shoulder 
to your nipple

F Shoulder Width: 
Measure from your left shoulder bone 
to your right shoulder bone (across your 
back) 

Back Width: 
Measure from your left underarm to 
your right underarm (across your back) 

G

For the most accurate measurements, take them over your 
most comfortable bra and panties. 

The tape measure has to sit firmly over the points you are 
measuring. Do not pull it too tight, and keep it parallel to the 
floor when measuring bust, underbust, waist, shoulderwidth 

and back width. It may be helpful to take your personal 
measurements in front of a mirror or with a friend. 

Choose cm or inches, we do not need both <3 



Circumference measurement Start to end point measurement

Body Measurements CM Inches

A

B Belly: 
measure around the fattest point of your 
belly (around 5 inches below your waist)

C Hip:
Stand with heels together and measure 
around the fullest point of your hip 
(around 8 inches below your waist) 

D Thigh: 
Measure around the fullest point of your 
thigh

E Crotch depth: 
Measure from the top of your pussy, 
between your legs to the top of your 
bumcrack

For the most accurate measurements, take them over your 
most comfortable bra and panties. 

The tape measure has to sit firmly over the points you are 
measuring. Do not pull it too tight, and keep it parallel to the 
floor when measuring bust, underbust, waist, shoulderwidth 

and back width. It may be helpful to take your personal 
measurements in front of a mirror or with a friend. 

Choose cm or inches, we do not need both <3 

Waist: 
Measure around your waist at the 
narrowest point 



Circumference measurement

Body Measurements CM Inches

A

For the most accurate measurements, take them over your 
most comfortable bra and panties. 

The tape measure has to sit firmly over the points you are 
measuring. Do not pull it too tight, and keep it parallel to the 
floor when measuring bust, underbust, waist, shoulderwidth 

and back width. It may be helpful to take your personal 
measurements in front of a mirror or with a friend. 

Choose cm or inches, we do not need both <3 

Thigh: 
Measure around the fullest point of your 
thigh


